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9. Fill in the gaps of the following text with appropriate articles. Put a cross (x) for zero article.  
.5x10=5  
 
Travelling is always (a) ____ instructive. To make (b) ____ journey is also (c) ____ pleasure to me. 
Whenever I go on a journey, my heart leaps with (d) ____ joy. But (e) ____ journey by boat gives me (f) 
____ greatest pleasure. Since Bangladesh is a land of rivers, it is (g) ____ easy to make a journey by (h) 
____ boat. Whenever I get (i) ____ opportunity, I try to make (j) ____ best use of that. 

10. Change the following passage into indirect speech.                                                                              5  
 
"I came to Dhaka this morning. I sent you a telegram before starting from home," he said. "Did you 
receive it in time?" he asked. “No," I replied. 

11. Change the following sentences as directed in the brackets.                                               5 

a) Anger is nothing but a vice. (Affirmative) 

b) It begets only the worst. (Negative) 



c) So, we should control it for our own sake. 

(Passive)  

d) An angry man is disliked by everybody. (Active) 

e) But, nobody is aware of it. (Interrogative) 

 

12.   Rewrite the following passage using capitalization and punctuation.                                .5x10=5  

i have got gpa-5 in the ssc examination said rafiq congratulations said i what do you intend to do   

now i want to study in a reputed college ill try to get admission in notre dame college rafiq replied 

 

13. Fill in the gaps by adding suffix, prefix or both with the root words underlined in the text.              

.5x10=5 

Food (a) adulterate is a great problem. (b) adult food is (c) harm to health. Some (d) scrupulous  

businessmen adulterate food. By eating adulterated food we will get (e) curable diseases. Steps have been 

taken to stop the (f) practice of food adulteration. It is a (g) punish offence to make food (h) poison. We 

have to identify the (i) crime and make (j) arrange to punish them. 

 

Write a paragraph on ‘A Railway Station’ 



 


